C2-alpha-lactylthiamin diphosphate is an intermediate on the pathway of thiamin diphosphate-dependent pyruvate decarboxylation. Evidence on enzymes and models.
Thiamin diphosphate (ThDP)-dependent decarboxylations are usually assumed to proceed by a series of covalent intermediates, the first one being the C2-trimethylthiazolium adduct with pyruvate, C2-alpha-lactylthiamin diphosphate (LThDP). Herein is addressed whether such an intermediate is kinetically competent with the enzymatic turnover numbers. In model studies it is shown that the first-order rate constant for decarboxylation can indeed exceed 50 s(-1) in tetrahydrofuran as solvent, approximately 10(3) times faster than achieved in previous model systems. When racemic LThDP was exposed to the E91D yeast pyruvate decarboxylase variant, or to the E1 subunit of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (PDHc-E1) from Escherichia coli, it was partitioned between reversion to pyruvate and decarboxylation. Under steady-state conditions, the rate of these reactions is severely limited by the release of ThDP from the enzyme. Under pre-steady-state conditions, the rate constant for decarboxylation on exposure of LThDP to the E1 subunit of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex was 0.4 s(-1), still more than a 100-fold slower than the turnover number. Because these experiments include binding, decarboxylation, and oxidation (for detection purposes), this is a lower limit on the rate constant for decarboxylation. The reasons for this slow reaction most likely include a slow conformational change of the free LThDP to the V conformation enforced by the enzyme. Between the results from model studies and those from the two enzymes, it is proposed that LThDP is indeed on the decarboxylation pathway of the two enzymes studied, and once LThDP is bound the protein needs to provide little assistance other than a low polarity environment.